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About Futura
Aruba Futura Foundation (hereinafter: Futura) was established on May 7, 2018 with the purpose to aid in the design, development and
implementation of a national innovation strategy for Aruba. Futura has received the mandate to implement the Government of Aruba’s humancentered national innovation strategy, named Aruba Innova 2030.
Futura serves as a national innovation lab and SDG solutions lab. Futura is partly supported by the innovation team of the Ministry of Innovation,
which resorts under the Prime Minister of Aruba, Evelyn-Wever Croes. The team reports to a Board of Directors.

ARUBA FUTURA FOUNDATION BOARD MEMBERS
The 2020 board consisted of 3 members:

Florisella Wernet
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Varelie Croes

Edison Briesen
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2020 Innovation Team
Futura applies an agile way of working and each project or initiative is led by a team, consisting of a dedicated project lead, part-time or fulltime team members, student interns and/or project-based contractors.

Amedee Wever

Derin Kucuk

Marianyela Pereira
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Eugene Wilson

Monica Pulido

Francois Croes

Marilinda
Mansur-Croes

Guido Picus

Richelle Chirino

Indra Zaandam

Robin de Leijer

Jefryene Dijkhoff

Ulrich Hermans

Daniela Piazzi

Xavier Simileer
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Futura:

The SDG Innovation Lab
Aruba has been committed to implementing the SDGs since the onset of the adoption of the
2030 Agenda and the U.N. Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). This unwavering commitment,
leadership and endorsement of the U.N. Sustainable Development Goals is matched by the
Government of Aruba moving towards finding alternative development pathways that can drive
progress in a Small Island Developing State (SIDS) specific context.
In other words, Aruba is accelerating its efforts to become an Incubator of Sustainable Island
Solutions.
Futura, aims to increase collaboration among various partners and stakeholders to accelerate the
SDGs through purposeful innovation. The Aruba National Strategic Plan (NSP) is in line with the SDG
roadmap that was created with assistance from the United Nations. Futura’s projects and initiatives
are aligned with the National Strategic Plan to accelerate innovation to achieve the U.N. Sustainable
Development Goals by 2030.
Futura will continue to align its current and future projects and collaborations with the U.N.
Sustainable Development Goals framework, creating awareness and building capacity for a more
resilient future. All projects, initiatives or collaborations included in this report are aligned with the
U.N. Sustainable Development Goals.
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Strategy
Futura’s main purpose is to cultivate an innovation economy focusing
on unleashing the innovation capacity from within through social
innovation, talent cultivation, and collaboration.
Futura’s strategy is based on the Aruba Innova 2030 framework, which
prioritizes five innovation spaces to help develop a thriving innovation
ecosystem. Futura’s projects and initiatives are aligned with Aruba’s
National Strategic Plan (NSP). The focus is to accelerate innovation
in order to achieve the U.N. Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
adopted by Aruba by 2030.

OUR APPROACH
Our approach is to offer a platform where the public sector, private
sector and citizens can work more openly, collaboratively, and creatively
to increase the innovation capacity of the island. We design, lead
and collaborate on pioneering projects and initiatives to accelerate
purposeful innovations.
HOW WE DO IT
Build – We co-design, test prototypes and collaborate on innovative
ideas, projects or pilots that stimulate the innovation capacity of the public

“We believe that our people are our biggest asset and our human-

centered innovation strategy puts the prosperity of the Aruban citizens
first. Futura is committed to the U.N. Sustainable Development Goals
and aims to create awareness and drive actionable results to achieve
these goals by 2030.”

sector, private sector and citizens (including children and youth).
Share – We share knowledge through workshops and think-tank sessions,
and we facilitate the development of new programs and products through
open design-thinking sessions for our partners.
Connect – We collaborate with local and international partners on
pioneering initiatives to stimulate the knowledge and innovation capacity
of the Aruban community.
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Aruba Innova 2030
Aruba Innova 2030 is a guiding framework to help Aruba better prepare for the future and guide policy decisions. The framework prioritizes five
innovation spaces.

INNOVATION SPACES AND THEIR OBJECTIVES
eGovernment
Redesign government administrative procedures for efficiency, transparency, and improving people’s lives.
•

Improve the citizen experience of government services

•

Build capacity of the public sector

•

Facilitate ‘ease of doing business’ through innovation and technology
Increase productivity of work force
Increase trust and transparency in government

•
•

Social Innovation
Introduce policies and programs that focus on the people’s well-being, personal advancement and values to be instilled in the society.
•
Accelerate implementation of U.N. Sustainable Development Goals
•
Increase youth participation in economy and civic sector
•
Encourage an innovation mindset
Talent
Talent cultivation and retention with a focus on the skills needed in a future work-force and develop a system to be able to rapidly adapt to changing
skill requirements in the Promising Sectors identified in the Government’s economic policy.
•
Equip youth with tools and knowledge to succeed in the future

10
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Aruba Innova 2030

•
•

Stimulate life-long learning
Encourage diaspora involvement and brain gain

Entrepreneurship
Foster an entrepreneurial mindset and improve business climate for startups and SMEs, with a focus on the Promising Sectors.
•
Foster a thriving entrepreneurial ecosystem
•
Kickstart incubator programs
•
Develop investment friendly climate
•
Stimulate access to seed and venture capital
Smart Society
Develop key arenas of collaboration between the public and private sectors and citizens to increase engagement and awareness in developing smart
city and circular economy policies.
•
Develop new solutions that solve complex problems and meet the needs of society

eGovernment

Social Innovation

Redesign government

Introduce policies and

Talent

Entrepreneurship

Smart Society

Talent cultivation and

Foster an entrepreneurial

Develop key arenas of

administrative procedures

programs that focus on the

retention with a focus on the

mindset and improve business

collaboration to increase

for efficiency, transparency,

people’s well-being, personal

skills needed in a future

climate for startups and SMEs,

engagement and awareness

and improving people’s

advancement and values to be

work-force .

with a focus on the Promising

in developing smart city and

lives.

instilled in the society.

Sectors.

circular economy policies.
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Key Milestones - 2020
Launch of 5 key innovation initiatives for 2020
Launch B-Lab San Nicolas

COVID-19 Data Dashboard design

Teacher workshop

Happy Flow 2.0 Project

Happy Flow - 2.0

Stimulus 2020

SKOA ICT mission

Assistance Department of Public Health

January

February

March

(COVID-19 Lockdown)

April

AREA: Valentine’s Day Movie Event

e-Government - Phase 1

Launch 100 Innovations - Cycle 1

Quarantine App DVG/Setar

District 297 Webinar: Cannabis Medicinal &
Emerging Opportunities

May

June
Draft Master Plan:

Repositioning Our Sails

Mo-B Lab, B-Labs Protective Gear Manufacturing
Tablets for Elderly Homes
District 297: Pledge Program
District 297 Webinar: Agriculture
COVID-Education
Stimulus 2020

12
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Key Milestones

Aruba Certification Program 360 VR island tour
100 Innovations - Cycle 2

e-Government: Business License e-Forms

District 297 Webinar:
Brain Gain Aruba

July

August

September

District 297 Webinar: Refinery Property Arising Opportunities & Challenges

Awareness Campaign COVID-19
Happy to Give Back: social distancing solutions wristbands
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October

November

December

District 297 Webinar: One Kingdom Four Countries

Science Fair - Kick-Off

Re-opening Cacique Macuarima School

e-Government Road Map

Design e-Learning Platform 100 Innovations

Publication

Academy
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Project Highlights
Over the past three years, Futura has led and collaborated on over 90 different projects and initiatives. The Aruba Government has designated
2020 as the year of innovation and education. A number of strategic innovation initiatives were launched or accelerated throughout 2020.
These initiatives were designed to fit within the priority spaces of the Aruba Innova 2030 framework and the U.N. Sustainable Development
Goals. Together with the Government of Aruba and key implementing partners five marquee projects were announced.

5 Marquee Projects for 2020
•
•
•
•
•
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Future of Work Vocational Training
e-Government
100 Innovations
eLearning Pilot II
B-Lab Santa Cruz
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e-Government
Project Lead: Futura
Main Collaborator: The Government of Aruba

With the publication of the e-Government Road Map the
first phase of the standardization and digitalization of core
processes within the government will initiate.
This multiphase process will increase efficiency and
transparency within public services. Maintaining the citizens’
experience at the forefront of all public services.

Interoperability pilot project

The increased importance of the e-Government project
became even more apparent during the crisis, and therefore
the work in this regard was accelerated.

e-Government - eForms DEACI

Futura in collaboration with ITP Caribbean kicked off the project to
digitize and automate the business license registration process at the
Department of Economic Affairs, Commerce and Industry (DEACI). The
goal was to streamline the submission process including approvals and
digital document workflows to facilitate ‘ease of doing business’ and reactivation of the economy. DEACI is now a big step further in achieving
100% digitization. An important milestone in the e-Government journey.
IMPACT

NEXT STEPS

•

Enhanced efficiency in government
services

•

Launch the Conexion interoperability
platform

•

Reduced processing time for business
licenses

•

e-Government Road Map priority
objectives – refer to the Road Map

Futura, along with the e-Government Committees instituted
by the Government will launch a pilot project for a localized
interoperability platform in early 2021.
The pilot will initially integrate about five to six government
departments and lead the way to a full implementation of
the first five core services by the end of 2021.
As part of the interoperability platform launch, a digital
identification service is being evaluated including a new
citizens’ unique number to be used across all future
government departments and a central services web portal.
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100 Innovations
Project Lead: Futura
Main Collaborators: Cornerstone Economics, AIB, Enovis, Sage
Marketing, Setar N.V., Central Bank of Aruba, Missing Chapter
Foundation, Impact Blue Foundation, Directie Natuur en Milieu

The 100 Innovations program is a national program that
aims to create a movement towards a more solution driven
society. The program encourages private, public, academia,
NGOs, and creative thinkers to submit their ideas and
actionable solutions. With a firm focus on achieving the 2030
Sustainable Development Goals, 100 Innovations aims to
reach 100 implementable solutions that encapsulates three
thematic areas. Focusing on (1) people, (2) planet and (3)
prosperity.
The COVID-19 pandemic struck Aruba in March 2020 right
after the first two kick-off events. During the lockdown the
100 Innovations Program needed to be redesigned to fit the
new social distancing policies and to ensure the health and
safety of all staff and participants. Therefore, the purpose of
the 100 Innovations ideas and projects shifted to economic
recovery and sustainability. After 2 cycles a total of 112
ideas were submitted and 54 were selected to go through
development phase.

100 Innovations Academy

The 100 Innovations Academy is an online learning platform initially
designed for the participants of the 100 Innovations program. The 100
Innovations Academy will provide courses that will help participants
develop their ideas or projects into an actionable plan. The testing
phase of the 100 Innovations Academy will begin in Q1 2021 and
will include 4 courses including, Value Creation, Requesting Financial
Grants, Marketing, and Financial Management. Beyond the testing
period the online learning platform will be available to teachers and
organizations who would like to offer their courses on the digital
platform and also participants that would like to follow one of these
courses.
IMPACT

NEXT STEPS

•

Enhanced knowledge and
education on innovation and the
implementation of this concept in any
idea, project or business

•

Set up an online learning platform
that facilitates the development of
the projects submitted

•

Accelerated implementation of innovative projects designed to engage
and activate the Aruban community

•

Further cultivate the community and
equip them with necessary tools and
resources

•

Engaged community, which ensures
the long-term success of the projects/
businesses/ideas

•

Build key partnerships for projects
submitted

•

Increased application of a solutions
first approach to problem solving

•

Increased anchoring of the 2030
Sustainable Development Goals into
the community

Qualified 100 innovations participants will be the first
participants in the 100 Innovations Academy to be launched
in 2021.
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District 297
Project Lead: Futura

Main Collaborators: Department of Labor and Research (DAO),
Arubahuis, Department of Education, Embassy of the Kingdom of the
Netherlands in Washington D.C.

District 297 is a future-focused platform for Arubans abroad to
engage, connect, and collaborate towards the socio-economic
development of Aruba. We have witnessed a growing need for
unity, engagement and community building from our diaspora.
The objective is to engage the Aruban diaspora, tap into their
intellectual capacity, and leverage their knowledge, network, and
ideas to stimulate the Aruban economy. Ultimately, the goal is to
bring Arubans together and where possible back home.
District 297 Pledge
The District 297 pledge was initiated during the early phases of
the COVID-19 crisis in Aruba. The aim was to collect as much
knowledge and assistance from the Aruban diaspora as possible
and to encourage them to pledge to help Aruba through the
crisis. Over 80 pledges were received and collected throughout
a two-month period in April and May 2020. Pledges were
then connected through the 100 innovations program with
participants and entrepreneurs in Aruba to contribute in any way
possible in solving or minimizing challenges brought forward by
the pandemic.
District 297 Connector Program
The aim of the District 297 Connector’s Program was to expand
the District 297 community and empower our diaspora to share
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and develop ideas which will help Aruba build a stronger and more
resilient economy. Connectors were encouraged to host their own
events on topics of their choice in collaboration with the District
297 team. Furthermore, they were expected to deliver a report
after each event they hosted. Currently we have connectors in Amsterdam, The Hague, Utrecht, Groningen, and Boston.
District 297 Webinars
For the first two quarter of 2020, the District 297 team organized
two webinars. ‘Agriculture in Aruba’ and ‘Cannabis: Medicinal &
Emerging Opportunities’. With over 80 live participants and over
200 views on social media the webinars have been a successful
channel to engage and connect with the Aruban diaspora.
IMPACT

NEXT STEPS

•

Engaged Aruban diaspora to
get their input on various topics
including agriculture, cannabis,
the refinery properties, kingdom
relations, and brain gain in Aruba

•

Promote and assist with organizing
Connector events

•

Collected 80 actionable pledges from the District 297 pledge
program

•

Develop phase 2 of District 297
website including a digital mentorship program

•

Connected with over 900 participants during 6 webinars

•

Continue to connect District 297
network with 100 Innovations
projects

•

Achieved connection between
District 297 network and the 100
Innovations projects
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e-Learning Pilot Program I & II
Project Lead: Futura

Main Collaborators: SKOA, Colegio Pastor Kranwinkel, Cacique
Macuarima, Atarima.

Launched in early 2019, the e-Learning pilot project aims to
introduce students to 21st Century Skills development from an
early age and serves as an accelerator for the implementation
of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
After a successful implementation of the digital infrastructure
at Cacique Macuarima and Aterima in 2019, 4 classrooms were
destroyed in 2020 in a fire and therefore equipment was lost.
With help from Futura and partners, Cacique Macuarima School
officially reopened 4 fully refurbished classrooms in October,
equipped with 4 new eBoards as part of our ongoing partnership
for the eLearning Pilot Project.
The project supports the objectives of the Plan Educacion Nacional 2030 (PEN) and was designed and implemented with the
necessary stakeholders in the education sector, including the
Ministry of Education.
The e-Learning Pilot program II offers a second elementary
school student more advanced and personalized learning experience. While incorporating lessons learned and feedback from
the first Pilot, the program will create an interactive and stimulating digital environment, and a playful learning experience, while
developing 21st century skills.
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IMPACT

NEXT STEPS

•

Delivered a total of 13 smart
boards to Colegio Pastor Kranwinkel

•

Initiate phase 2 of the eLearning
Pilot Program II at Colegio Pastor
Kranwinkel

•

Refurbished a total of 4 destroyed
classrooms at Cacique Macuarima
equipped with 4 new eBoards

•

Start planning for eLearning
Program III

•

Increased digital literacy and
enhanced 21st century skills for
students and teachers

•

Enabled access to online tools
and personalized learning content
based on strengths and weaknesses

•

Incorporated more STEM subjects
using actual technology equipment instead of just or mainly
teaching theory (as was previously
the case)

•

Introduced students to coding and
programming

•

Created an interactive and stimulating digital environment leading
to a ‘playful’ learning experience
and self-discovery

•

Accelerated implementation of
the following SDG Goals: 4, 5, 8,
9 and 17 and the project is a great
example of a pilot collaboration
between Futura and key education
stakeholders
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SKOA ICT Mission
Project Lead: SKOA

Main Collaborators: Futura

Futura, as part of (the aforementioned) ongoing pilot projects
(eLearning Pilots) for innovation in education, partnered with
SKOA in January 2020 to fund and realize a ‘Train the Trainers’
mission to London, England.
The participating teachers (SKOA ICT Coaches) explored new
technologies and methods related to digital learning, to be
specifically applied in primary and secondary education in Aruba.
The delegation visited the London Community Learning Center,
Google Anywhere School, the Bett London Excel Event and
several public and private schools.

Train the Trainers – SKOA ICT Coaches

As part of the above, the ongoing eLearning pilots and the Train
the Trainers program with SKOA, SKOA’s ICT coaches participated in numerous “Classroom VR” training sessions. During
these sessions, Virtual Reality goggles, equipment and learning
content purchased for the eLearning pilots were used by SKOA’s
ICT coaches to teach other teachers how to use the innovative
equipment in the classrooms in their primary and secondary
schools.
IMPACT
•

Developed trainers for primary and secondary school teachers

•

Accelerated the digital transformation within the educational system

Educating the teacher ‘trainers’ ensures that knowledge is
transferred and shared in Aruba between multiple teachers.
We have already witnessed several train-the-trainer sessions
following this mission and are confident this will result in an
exponential growth in ICT literacy among teachers in Aruba.

24
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Aruba Certification Program
VR Island Tour
Project Lead: Aruba Excellence Foundation
Main Collaborator: Futura

Futura partnered with the Aruba Excellence Foundation in 2020 to offer the Aruba Certification Program island tour in ‘Virtual Reality’.
This due to Covid-19 making it impossible for the regular -and necessary- physical island tours to take place. Futura also provided the program
with 10+ ‘VR Goggles’ for the Virtual island tour.

IMPACT
•

26

Introduced VR Goggles as part of the Aruba Excellence Foundation certification
program

NEXT STEPS
•

Plan possible online learning platform integration when 100 Innovations Academy
website is complete
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Aruba Activa
Project Lead: Futura

Main collaborators: Local entrepreneurs and community

Aruba Activa is a crowdfunding platform where individuals from
all over the world are able to donate funds to innovative projects
on Aruba. This will help attract more funds to be invested in the
ideas sourced from the 100 Innovations program.
This way any one individual can contribute to the financial
backing of local innovative projects.
The funds will be collected through a single vehicle and evenly
distributed to the selected ideas by an independent group of
judges.

IMPACT

28

NEXT STEPS

•

Create more funding opportunities
for small projects and initiatives

•

Finalize website & platform

•

Create awareness of impactful
projects for Aruba

•

Launch Aruba Activa in Q2 2021

•

Via crowdfunding, connect the
Aruban Diaspora (and people in
general who love Aruba) with local
entrepreneurs, opportunities, and
providing them with a platform
to actively contribute towards the
socio-economic development of
Aruba
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Aruba Youth Impact
Project Lead: Heart-Centered Leadership Foundation
Main Collaborators: Futura

The Aruba Youth Impact Program is led by the Heart-Centered
Leadership Foundation (HCLF). The program targets vulnerable
youth and focuses on engaging this particular group to become
active citizens. The program incorporates design thinking for
ideating innovative solutions to existing societal challenges.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, HCLF redesigned their
program to digital platforms with the assistance of Futura.
Impact Café
Impact Café is an interactive session that aims to engage young
people in conversation by discussing challenges and solutions
on different topics. Impact Café offers a safe space where
young people can come together, discuss topics and share
ideas to issues they experience in their community, at school
and at home.
Young people are seated at a table with a ‘host’ and ‘cohost’ whose role is to help guide the conversation and ensure
maximum participation of all.

Vox luventus Podcast
Vox Iuventus is a monthly podcast for young people by
young people, representing the voice of young people. The
aim of the podcast is to offer young people a platform to
initiate dialogue on topics relevant to their life experiences,
educate and inform others on youth-related topics, and
empower young people to become agents of change.
Launched in late 2019, the podcast hosts at least 2 guests
during each episode recording. Topics discussed thus far
are: climate change, volunteer work, how the education
system is preparing young people for life after school, and
student councils.
IMPACT
•

Promotes communication skills,
dialogue, reasoning, critical
thinking, problem-solving,
interpretation, collaboration,
teamwork, and giving and
receiving feedback.

•

Promotes engagement, dialogue,

NEXT STEPS
•

Discuss plans for 2021

and advocacy.

Impact Café offers young people the opportunity to have their
voices heard and stimulates them to become change makers in
their lives.
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AREA - Aruba Re-imagined
Areas
Project Lead: Futura

Main Collaborators: DOW, Aruba Tourism Authority, and The
Government of Aruba

Aruba Re-Imagined Areas (AREA) is an Innovation District Platform
to help re-imagine and re-design key business and innovation
opportunity areas in Aruba, and in turn ignite economic energy
and increase the quality of life in those areas.
At the core of a future sustainable district or area is its community
and collaboration to address local challenges. In the first quarters
of 2020 various events were held in the city of Oranjestad to
boost economic activity. Furthermore, projects conducted by
AREA during 2019 have ignited new initiatives in 2020. New
ventures and new small shops opened in downtown Oranjestad.
Further, a new management company, namely a foundation was
established to manage downtown Oranjestad going forward.
The priorities in 2020 were to create a business plan for the city
of Oranjestad and a road map for the bicentennial celebration in
2024.
The new management company will take over the initiatives and
responsibilities of the AREA Oranjestad project in 2021.

32

IMPACT

NEXT STEPS

•

Facilitated the establishment
of the Oranjestad Foundation Stichting Beheer Centro Oranjestad (SBCO)

•

Complete transition phase from
AREA to the new Oranjestad management company

•

Stimulated collaboration between
the government and Oranjestad
Foundation - SBCO

•

Complete AREA project report

•

Stimulated collaboration between
key figures in the main street area

•

Ignited new ventures in Oranjestad
area including apartments

•

Finalized business plan for
Oranjestad

•

Created an interactive and stimulating digital environment leading
to a ‘playful’ learning experience
and self-discovery

•

Accelerated implementation of
the following SDG Goals: 4, 5, 8,
9 and 17 and the project is a great
example of a pilot collaboration
between Futura and key education
stakeholders
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Happy Flow 2.0
Project Lead: Futura

Main Collaborators: Aruba Airport Authority, KLM, Vision Box, The Government of Aruba

Continued work on the Happy Flow 2.0 project focused on research and consideration of possible COVID-19 solutions for touchless travel facilitation;
stakeholder management, use of ICAO complaint digital travel credential (DTC: standards soon to be published), as well as means of secure digital
transfer of trusted health/test data of visitors.
Other ongoing work that the Government is considering is expediting a data protection impact assessment and an evaluation of Happy Flow 1.0 to
support the ‘new normal’ way of travel through lessons learned.
Futura is also participating on behalf of Aruba in IATA One ID working groups and Advisory Board, as well as the WTTC COVID Taskforce and
Seamless Traveler Journey Program.

34
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Science Fair
Project Lead: Maria College
Main Collaborators: Futura

In late November 2020 the Science Fair hosted by Maria College
on the topic of “Build with Nature” was introduced to a total of 8
3rd year classrooms.
The main topic “Build with Nature” consisted of 6 subthemes
including:
•
Biodiversity
•
Energy
•
Food
•
Water
•
Travel (sustainability)
•
Supplies (materials)

IMPACT

NEXT STEPS

•

Created awareness among the
students about climate change
and how they can provide possible
solutions

•

Receive information package from
Maria College teachers to evaluate
how points will be awarded

•

Created a greater understanding
of what influences climate change

•

Serve as advisors to students and
will assist with the formulation of
their research question

•

Plan Science Fair with second and
possibly a third and fourth school

The main goal of the Science Fair was for the students to learn
something that is both beneficial to humans as to nature. The
students will receive courses throughout the second semester
on topics that are relevant to their research topics. These
include greenhouse gasses, weather and air pressure systems in
Geography, pH balances in Chemistry.
The projects aim to create awareness of the issues our planet faces
due to climate change and provide the opportunity for students to
create a greater understanding and possible solutions.

36
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Happy to Give Back Collaboration
Project Lead: Happy to Give Back Organization

Main Collaborator: Futura and many other local businesses and organizations

Futura partnered with the Happy to Give Back initiative by selling wristbands (green, orange
and red wristbands) as a solution and awareness campaign for on how people greet each
other preference (how to communicate social distancing preference).
The Happy to Give Back initiative assisted food banks and other local charities with the
funding necessary to provide meals and supplies to families impacted by the pandemic.

IMPACT

38

•

Raised Afl. 2000 for the Happy to Give Back initiative

•

Introduced a social distancing solution / communication tool via wristbands

•

Promoted social distancing as stipulated in the DVG rules, guidelines, and regulations
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Covid-19 | Support
During the weeks leading up to the COVID-19 crisis in Aruba, Futura
anticipated and prepared for the potential COVID-19 impact. Futura shifted
its priorities to focus on supporting the Government as needed during the
early and most difficult stages of the crisis. Being a digital first organization,
Futura was able to quickly pivot into a crisis innovation lab when the crisis hit to
support the Government during this time of need in the interest of the general
public. The following are the main projects and initiatives that Futura actively
participated in, executed, advised on, and/or led during the second quarter of
2020.

STIMULUS 2020
Project Lead: Futura
Main Collaborator: The Government of Aruba and Gremios

Assisted the Government with collecting and organizing of initial advice and
recommendations, led stakeholder consultations, conducted extensive research
and project and document management to facilitate the preparation of a shortterm emergency stimulus package with special focus on the removal of redtape, stimulation of innovation and new sectors, preparation of a draft website.
Impact
•
Collected vital data to facilitate the development plan
•
Identification of essential areas of economic activity
•
Identification of quick wins and actionable points
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ASSISTANCE TO DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH (DVG)

Covid -19 | Support

Project Lead: Futura
Main Collaborators: The Department of Public Health (DVG)

Futura provided a team member as a part-time advisor and Crisis Coordinator to the Minister of Health in order to support DVG during the crisis
with innovative project management and coordination. Additionally, Futura provided tech and communication support to DVG (i.e. tablets to
digitize the intake process for people quarantined and the development of informative videos with tips and awareness for prevention of further
virus spread.
Impact
•
Enhanced awareness in the Aruban community about COVID-19 prevention
•
Digitized intake process for quarantined and isolated patients
•
Introduction of innovative project management, support and coordination of COVID-19 crisis structure, including guide initial process health
app for locals, advice regarding exit strategy, contribute towards implementation of exit plan, maintain communication lines with team
members of crisis structures,
•
Contributed towards a National Health Strategy
•
Sustained DWH team with AH-H code
•
Provided 11 tablets send to DBZ
Next Steps
•
Continued support to be provided by the Futura team to DVG
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QUARANTINE APP
Project Lead: Setar N.V.
Main Collaborators: Futura and The Department of Public Health (DVG)

Futura in collaboration with Setar, advised on, and helped launch the digital solution for a national COVID-19 quarantine tracking and
management platform. Futura initiated key conversations among stakeholders to develop an app, provided high-level communication,
technology and UX/design advice. Further, Futura connected the relevant stakeholders with each other in a liaison role.
A digital solution was designed for the DVG. The platform helped DVG to better control and curb the community spread of COVID-19 on the
island during the early stages of the crisis and thus averted a health crisis.
Impact
•
Facilitated a platform for monitoring individuals in quarantine
•
Kept the overall community safe
•
Curbed the spread of the virus
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Covid -19 | Support

MO-B LAB & B-LAB
Project Lead: Futura

Main Collaborator: Metabolic Foundation

In collaboration with partners, Mo-B Lab and B-Labs managed by Futura’s partner Metabolic Foundation refocused resources including its
3D printers and also activated personal 3D printers within their network in the wake of COVID-19 to manufacture scarce and much needed
protective gear and supplies for health care providers and other front liners. Futura assisted in allocation of additional resources and liaising with
stakeholders and the Government where needed to facilitate the production and distribution of protective gear and supplies that were on short
supply at the time. The labs and volunteers worked around the clock day and night in shifts to meet the supply shortages during the height of the
crisis.
During this difficult time, as you can imagine there was a need for collaboration. It has to be highlighted that as resources were becoming scarce,
the amazing team at Guardian Group Dutch Caribbean reached out, provided a helping hand and offered to help fund this initiative allowing us
to expand our capacity when the community needed it most to supply protective equipment.
Impact
•
Collaborated with various partners to increase production capabilities
•
Manufactured 320 caps, 70 masks, and 1072 shields
Next Steps
•
Production will be on standby as long as items are in inventory on the island
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CONNECTIVITY FOR THE ELDERLY
Project Lead: Futura

Main Collaborators: Department of Public Health (DVG), All Elderly Home Organizations on the
island

To keep the spirits alive and based on a human-centered approach, Futura facilitated
14 elderly homes with a total of 32 tablets so that their residents could maintain
communication with their friends and families during the ‘shelter in place’ period and
closure of the retirement homes to visitors. This brought much peace of mind and
happiness to the residents of these elderly homes.
Impact
•
Delivered 32 Tablets to 14 nursing homes around the island.
•
Increased the connectivity and communication between the elderly and their
families.
•
Contributed towards the general wellbeing and Mental Health aspect of the elderly
in nursing homes
Next Steps
•
Tablets will stay at the nursing homes until the nursing homes can fully and safely
re-open.
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Covid -19 | Support

COVID-19 DATA DASHBOARD
Project Lead: Futura
Main Collaborators: The Government of Aruba, Technologyhaus, Department of Public Health
Futura facilitated the Crisis Team with the design (UX, infographics, etc.) and development of a highly customized interactive data dashboard to
monitor daily COVID-19 statistics and to forecast case development. This dashboard was developed to support the Government of Aruba’s Crisis
Team and relevant stakeholders to make data-driven decisions.
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COVID-EDUCATION
Project Lead: Futura
Main Collaborators: Department of Education, School Boards, IPA
Futura conducted numerous meetings with school boards and the Department of Education to identify the needs and challenges with homeschooling and online education during the crisis. Futura researched and recommended on the setup of a digital help desk to support teachers with
online resources, training, and software for online education.
Impact
•
Decreased the learning curve for teachers to move more seamlessly to online education
•
Provided technical support for teachers
Next Steps
•
Seek implementing partners
•
Create communication channels between teachers and technical support team
•
Coordinate with IPA and other institution for technical support

WORKING FROM HOME CAMPAIGN
Project Lead: Futura
Main Collaborators: National Security Office (VDA) and National Bureau for Counterterrorism, Security and Interpol (NCTVI)
Futura, in collaboration with VDA, NCTVI and other key stakeholders, developed in-depth best practices and guidelines for cybersecurity and
working from home tips for the Government. Further, Futura shared extensive cybersecurity tips for remote workers across all its social media
channels.
Impact
•
Created cyber awareness among the Aruban community
•
Raised awareness for the necessity of robust cyber security procedures of government departments
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Covid -19 | Support

COMMUNITY APP
Project Lead: Futura
Main Collaborators: To be determined
Futura in collaboration with the District 297 platform of Arubans living abroad designed an app where the community can voluntarily and
anonymously report their symptoms and get needed emotional support.
Next Steps
•
Redesign of the project focus and objectives.

INNOVATIVE PROJECT MANAGEMENT ‘LOONSUBSIDIE’
Project Lead: Futura
Main Collaborators: The Government of Aruba
As part of the National Recovery and Innovation Committee, a Task Force Wage Subsidy was instituted to facilitate the seamless payment of
wage subsidy (“loonsubsidie”) to SMEs using digital tools. Considering the short timeframe to execute this important payment, the Government
requested Futura to support with Innovative Project Management by adopting an agile and innovative way of executing the project. Futura further
was asked to lead the (digital) communication strategy for the project and set up a virtual helpdesk, in line with the Government’s e-Government
vision and principles.
Impact
•
Introduced innovative project management concepts
•
Created digital communication strategy
•
Setup of a virtual Helpdesk
•
Facilitated seamless registration and timely payment of wage subsidy to those that lost income
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TELEMEDICINE
Project Lead: Futura
Main Collaborator: The Ministry of Public Health, Tourism, and Sport
Futura was requested to undertake high-level research on the telemedicine sector for
potential innovation opportunities for Aruba and to advice on potential opportunities for
realistic immediate-term telemedicine implementation during the crisis. Initial research
findings were shared with the Government.
Impact
•
Research was conducted to improve the decision-making process
•
A list of preliminary options was presented to the Ministry of Public Health, Tourism,
and Sport
Next Steps
•
None. Pending further instructions from the Government.
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Covid -19 | Support

REPOSITIONING OUR SAILS: MASTERPLAN FOR ECONOMIC RECOVERY
AND INNOVATION
Project Lead: Futura
Main Collaborators: The Government of Aruba and 125+ Stakeholders from public and private sectors
Futura actively participated in different roles for this project and facilitated the Program Management Team and provided office support.
This project was a significant undertaking and numerous team members invested significant time to finalize the master plan for recovery and
innovation ‘Repositioning Our Sails’.
Impact
•
Developed a Master Plan for economic recovery and innovation for Aruba
Next Steps
•
Set up implementation team and facilitate coordination
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UPCOMING PROJECTS & INITIATIVES

Looking Ahead to 2021
Even though the COVID-19 crisis has forced us to make drastic changes in our project planning and design, Futura continued to play an active role
in fostering Aruba’s innovation ecosystem in the final two quarters of 2020. In 2021, we are planning to continue with our way of working, adding
maximum value where needed, and execute impactful innovation projects.
For 2021 our three (3) main goals are:
Goal: People
1. Empower children, youth, and life-long learners with the tools and skills needed to thrive in the future of work
Goal: Prosperity
2. Create an enabling environment for entrepreneurs, start-ups, and the community to innovate
Goal: Planet
3. Execute project and develop initiatives that raise awareness and stimulate a low-impact lifestyle
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Upcoming Projects

2021
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Below a glimpse of some of the projects and initiatives we are looking forward to and planned for 2021.

MASTERPLAN FOR ECONOMIC RECOVERY AND INNOVATION:
Repositioning Our Sails
Project Lead: Futura
Main Collaborators: 125+ private and public sector stakeholders, Government of Aruba
Futura will act as program management team (PMT) for the implementation of the master plan.
With the strategy to incorporate an agile way of working, Futura aims to serve as a key partner to
convert the plan into concrete results.
Desired Outcomes
•
Stimulate an agile work method to increase efficiency with implementing teams
•
Coordinate the implementation of the first phase of the action plan
•
Align Master Plan with “Landspakket”
•
Manage implementation teams
Next Steps
•
Finalize planning
•
Finalize the set-up of the program management team (PMT)
•
Create a road map and design way of working for implementation
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FUTURE OF WORK VOCATIONAL TRAINING

Upcoming Projects

Project Lead: Futura
Main Collaborators: Government Cybersecurity Task Force, Private Sector, Academia
With data protection and cybersecurity becoming ever more critical in our digital world, the need to increase our cyber resilience as a nation has
never been more important. This future focused vocational training program targets unemployed youth, underemployed young professionals,
recent graduates and professionals in the ICT fields, with the aim to develop more talented professionals in the field of ICT and cybersecurity.
Desired Outcomes
•
Knowledge enhancement
•
Innovation across industries through enhancing ICT/Cyber security capabilities
•
Improvement in overall security of the country’s facilities, including in the case of the e-Government but also general safeguarding of the
business sector
•
Increasing skillset of employees already in the sector or assisting in shifting employees to become active in a new sector
•
Produce higher economic growth in case of eventual shift to more innovation and more higher skill industries
•
In the long-term could be an exported service to small country states while benefiting as well from the Dutch jurisdiction and multi-lingual
population
•
Increasing overall secured business and public sector
Next Steps
•
Set up special purpose vehicle (key implementing partner)
•
Initiate a training platform/program planning
•
Release RFP for development of the program
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B-LAB SANTA CRUZ
Project Lead: Futura
Main Collaborators: Metabolic Foundation
This will be a first of its kind Lab in Aruba, focusing on Bio-Tech and Agricultural solutions, technologies, and sciences. This project will be in
collaboration with Metabolic Foundation, and the goal is to use technology to come up with homegrown solutions and minimize our dependency
on food imports in the process. Santa Cruz was specifically chosen for this project, due to its historical agricultural background.
Desired Outcomes
•
Enhance the knowledge capacity of the new generation in the field of agriculture and bio-tech
•
Have more innovation driven agricultural sector
•
Increase the amount of homegrown solutions
•
Increase food security and reduce dependency
Next Steps
•
Re-design project as needed to maximize impact and minimize use of resources
•
Propose timeline and budget
•
Seek potential funding partners
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Upcoming Projects

COLLABORATION WITH JA IK FOUNDATION
Project Lead: JA IK Foundation
Main Collaborator: Futura
The collaboration between Futura and JA IK will be on the topic of entrepreneurship. The last two school years, the JA IK ARUBA Foundation
has inspired 750 young people and young adults (School year 2018/2019: 250 participants. School year 2019/2020: 500 participants) through
the program “from Good to GREAT”, in which the participants learn about personal leadership, ownership and entrepreneurship. Subjectively,
participants learn which behavior, attitude and skills are essential to be successful within an organization. During the last school year, the JA IK
ARUBA Foundation ran a successful pilot “In The Picture” with 3rd and 4th year EPI students. After the pilot, the following was established:
•

Participants acquire substantially more insight and skills to put themselves in the spotlight in the business world for an internship and / or (side) job

•

The “In The Picture” program increases their self-reliance, self-confidence, self-determination, resilience, giving them insight into what value they can add to
the business community

•

The “In The Picture” program supports young adults to get an internship and / or a (side) job in the sector that inspires them

•

5 of the 26 young adults were approached for a side job during the pilot

“In the Picture” is an Entrepreneurial & Job Matching program to make better use of the Aruban workforce and aims to narrow the gap between
theory and practice.
Futura will lead a number of workshops and presentations with various groups participating in the program. This will stimulate an innovation and
entrepreneurial mindset within the participants. Incorporating problem solving skills and design thinking, Futura will present various case studies to
encourage participants to come up with actionable solutions to real world problems.
Desired Outcomes
•
Encourage an entrepreneurial mindset in participants
•
Create a better connection with the Aruban labor market
•
Create awareness among participants about the behaviors and attitudes required to succeed
Next Steps
•
Design workshops and presentations
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INNOVATION CAMP
Project Lead: Futura
Collaborators: To Be Determined
The relaunch of the Innovation Camp 2021 is scheduled for summer 2021. The Innovation Camp is a kid’s camp focused on the development of
21st century skills. The aim of the Innovation Camp is to build on the previous success of the Kids4Bytes Coding Camps held during 2018. The
first program was designed for children between the ages of 7 and 12; however, it could be easily adapted to fit other age groups. The Innovation
Camp incorporated frameworks such as the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals and the Government of Aruba’s human-centered
national innovation plan Aruba Innova 2030.
Desired Outcomes
•
Introduce interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary way of learning new topics/subjects.
•
Teach systematic way of identifying problems and creating a viable, feasible & desirable solution.
•
Create a space where “Creativity and confidence” is an integral part of the learning process.
Next Steps
•
Design Innovation Camp 2021 program
•
Connect with potential partners and collaborators
•
Develop action plan
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Upcoming Projects

IMMERSE INNOVATION WEEK 2021
Project Lead: Futura
Main Collaborators: To Be Determined
The aim of the first Immerse Innovation Week was to make innovation top of mind within the operations of local organizations and the Aruban
community as a whole. The relaunch of Immerse Innovation Week will mark the second island wide innovation event that will span over a week
in late October 2021. Immerse 2021 will be a combination of virtual and physical events that will encourage creativity and innovation within our
community.
Desired Outcomes
•
Highlight how innovation can fuel economic development
•
Stimulate the development of 21st century skills
•
Highlight the innovative ideas and creativity happening around the island
Next Steps
•
Design Immerse 2021 program
•
Connect with potential partners and collaborators
•
Develop action plan
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SUPERNOVA
Project Lead: Futura
Main Collaborators: Supernova Sounding Board including, Michelle de Groot, Monica Pulido, Kareline van der Linden, Indra Zaandam, Wanda
Broeksema, Theresa Monterarello, Rubiela Lampe-Chiquito, Tisa LaSorte, Ronella Croes
Supernova is an experimental pop-up studio for girls and women of all-ages to connect and exchange ideas, get inspired and learn new skills.
Harnessing the meaning of SDG 5, achieving gender equality and empowering all women and girls, Supernova aims to empower more young
women and girls by developing their skills as next-generation of purpose-driven innovators. After its kick-off events in 2019, Supernova will relaunch
in Q2 2021 with new fresh events.
Desired Outcomes
•
Introduce girls to the possibilities of seeking a career in the STEM industries
•
Stimulate the development of 21st century skills
•
Contribute towards achieving Goal 5 of the U.N. Sustainable Development Goals
Next Steps
•
Design Supernova 2021 program
•
Connect with potential partners and collaborators
•
Develop action plan
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Strategic Partnerships & Collaborators
Futura initiatives and programs are only possible with the support and collaboration of our partners. Partnerships are an essential part of
accelerating innovation to achieve the desired systemic change and create a thriving innovation ecosystem.

Key Futura Partners and Collaborators include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Aruba Investment Bank
Aruba Tourism Authority
ATECH Foundation
B-Lab
Chamber of Commerce Aruba
Cr38te
Department of Education
Department of Public Health (DVG)
DOW
Estonia eGovernance Academy
Guardian Group
Heart-Centered Leadership Foundation
IPA
JA IK Foundation
Kids Council
Metabolic Foundation
National Bureau for Counterterrorism, Security and Interpol
(NCTVI)
National Security Office (VDA)
SDG National Committee
Setar N.V.

•
•
•
•
•
•

SKOA
The Central Bank of Aruba
The Government of Aruba
The National Library (BNA)
UNDP
University of Aruba
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